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This report describes a computer program for the determina-
tion of the ultimate strength of longitudinally stiffened plate
panels. The loads considered are the axial load applied to the
ends and uniformly distributed pressure acting on the plate
surface. Numerical techniques are used to solve equilibrium
equations which include the non-linear effects of both inelastic
action and deformation.
The program is designed to determine tl1e ultimate strength of
longitudinally stiffened panels unrestricted by the dimensions of
the plate component or by the stress-strain properties of the
materials. The effects of res idual stresses in the plate are
included. In addition to the ultimate loads, the output gives







Longitudinally stiffened plate panels are common elements in
the construction of ship bottom and deck plating. Under normal
service conditions these panels experience compression, tension,
bending, and shear. The most severe type of loading is the combined
action of axial compression due to hogging moment and uniformly
distributed water pressure (Figs. lea), (b)). Under such loading
stiffened plate panels usually become unstable due to axial
compression before the occurrence of unrestricted plastic flow.
Thus, a study of the inelastic stability of stiffened panels is
important for ration?l design. To partially fill this need, this
report describes a computer program for the determination of the
ultimate axial load of longitudinally stiffened plate panels.
By assuming that the behavior of the plate before and after
buckling can be described by an average stress vs. edge strain
relationship, the problem of determining the ultimate strength of
stiffened panels is reduced to an ultimate strength analysis of a
beam-column consisting of a plate and a stiffener with different
material properties. Steps involved in the determination of
ultimate strength are the computation of a moment-curvature-axial
load relationship for the representative section (Fig. 4(a)) and a
stepwise integration solution for the length of the column for
which the given loads are ultimate loads (Fig. 2).
•I-,
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The method of analysis upon which this computer program is




(small bit) such that the plate component was not subject to local
buckling prior to reaching the ultimate axial load. (1)* Follow-
ing a review of available literature on the post-buckling behavior
of long rectangular plates, the method was extended to panels with
plates having large slenderness ratios. (2)(3) However, an adequate,
and suitably general, description of the plate behavior in the post-
buckling range has not been complete because of the absence of
either test results or theory for deformations beyond the ultimate
loads. Thus it was assumed that for plate panels of large bit the
compression branch of the average stress vs. edge strain curve
consists of three distinct parts as shown in Fig. 3(b):
1) The pre-buckled region in which the plate average
stress vs. edge strain curve may differ from the
material stress-strain curve only to the extent of
the effect of residual stresses (curve OA or OAT).
2) The elastic post-buckled region defined by KoiterTs
equation between the buckling stress and the
ultimate stress (curve AB or A'B'). (3)
3) The post-yield region for which it is assumed that
the plate will continue to carry the ultimate
average stress (curve BC or B'C'). From experi-
*Superscripts in parentheses are used to denote reference numbers.
'.t
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ments, the ultimate average stress is known to be
close to the average stress which exists when the
membrane edge stress has reached the yield level.
In tension the plate attains the yield stress level as
indicated by curve ODE or ODIE of Fig. 3(b).




average stress vs. edge strain curve following the rules laid out
above, a simple modification permits this curve to be a part of the
input. Section 10.5 outlines the modification procedure and
clarifies the utility of such a modification .
Computer programs previously developed individually for panels
of small and large bit adequately supplied computed data to
construct design nomographs based upon ultimate strength. (~)(6)
For the small bit program an important requirement is that the
plate slenderness ratio be less than approximately 44 (for a steel
with a yield stress of 33 ksi). Both the small bit program and the
large bit program are limited to materials exhibiting ideally
elastic-plastic properties.
Th~ program described herein combines the features of the
previous programs and removes the restriction on material behavior .
It contains an automatic error detection system which can discern
the severity of the error and expedite accordingly. The program is
specifically designed for efficient mass production of computed
data from which other design charts may be constructed. Also fore-
,248.23
seen is the possibility of incorporating the program into a
comprehensive computer system for design of ship structures.
This report briefly describes the program, illustrates data
preparation, and indicates how the output should be interpreted.
-1
A program listing and some example runs are included. The arrange-
ment of the report conforms to the standards of Ship Design,






2.1 Title: Ultimate Strength of Longitudinally Stiffened Panels
(Large and Small bit, General Material Properties)
2.2 Brief Description: The program generalizes and'completely
automates the services of the programs described by Refs. 3
and 5 and removes the restriction to materials exhibiting an
ideally elastic-plastic stress vs. strain relationship.
Essentially, for a beam-column of given cross-sectional
dimensions, material properties, and loads, the program
produces a column length for which the applied loads are
ultimate.
The program consists of the main program and fifteen sub-
routines. The function of each subroutine is briefly described
as follows:
1) The MAIN program reads in data and echo prints the input.
2) Subroutine SS determines the buckling stress for the plate.
This stress is compared with the input plate yield stress,
and the input stress-strain arrays for the plate and
stiffener are nondimensionalized with respect to: the
buckling stress if the buckling stress is less than the
yield stress; or the yield stress if the buckling stress





Subroutine ERESD determines the distribution of residual
stresses to satisfy plate equilibrium and calculates
residual strains.
4) For a specified residual stress pattern and plate edge
strain, subroutine SIGPL calculates the average stress
in the plate.
5) Subroutine DIMS evaluates several nondimensional parameters.
6) The limits of a table relating moment to curvature for a
given'aixal load applied to the cross section are
determinedby the limits of the input material property·
tables. Subroutine LIMIT determines the maximum and
minimum curvatures consistent with material property
input data.
7) For a given plate edge strain, subroutine SGPLT searches
the plate average stress vs. edge strain table to locate
the corresponrling average stress.
8) Subroutine LODWE loads a temporary stress-strain array
for the stiffener in preparation for subroutine FORCE.
9) Subroutine MOMCU controls development of the moment-
curvature table and prints it. Suppression of the
printing of this table for mass runs is recommended.
To do so, remove all print (WRITE) cards following
statement 1009.
248.23
10) Subroutine FORCE determines the strain required in the
stiffener flange for equilibrium in the axial direction.
11) Subroutine CURAD assures that the entire moment-
curvature table between maximum and minimum curvatures
is adequately described by the computed moment-
curvature coordinates.
12) Subroutine SEARC is called when subroutine FORCE has
-7
narrowed the stiffener flange strain required for equili-
br·ium in the axial direction, to two adjacent entries in
the temporary stiffener, stress:-strain array_ Using
linear approximations, sUbroutine SEARC continues the
narrowing process until the discrepancy between the
total stress resultant and the applied axial loads is
less than demanded tolerance.
13) Given the previously developed moment-curvature table,
subroutine FINDL determines the length of stiffened
panel for which the applied axial and lateral loads
are ultimate.
14) Subroutine INTEG is a stepwise integration routine.
15) Subroutine INTER is a three point parabolic inter-
polative and extrapolative routine.
16) Error detectors at several points in the program call
subroutine ERROR. An error number is printed. The
probable cause and corrective action is given in the
•248.23
subroutine listing and is keyed to the error number.
2.3 a) Author: Donald R. Rutledge
b) Date: July 1968





2.5 Machine: Any machine provided with the Fortran IV compiler,
all levels, is acceptable. Storage requirement is
approximately 30,000 8-bit bytes.
2.6 Security Classification: Unclassified
2.7 Estimated Running Time: RUnning time can be extremely
variable. The program is most efficient· when used in the
manner for which it was designed; in other words, for mass
data production.
For best efficiency the user should be familiar with
the order in which computations are carried out. The
following information may prove useful for both estimating
and reducing running times:
1) Every change in bit (BOVT), residual stresses (SRSDT,
SRSDC) , yield stress for the plate (SIGY1), Poisson's
Ratio (XMU), and material properties (SIGW, EPSW,
SIGP, EPSP) requires that the program start at the
beginning. At the beginning means at the point where




tables are developed. Typically, 2-3 seconds are
required to develop these tables.*
2) Every change in cross section CAST, AFS) and axial
load CPINPT) requires that a new moment-curvature table
be developed. However, the program can loop through as
many combinations of these three parameters as the user
desires without computing again the average stress vs.
edge s~rain tables. Typically, 5-6 seconds are required
to build a moment-curvature table.
3). Every change only in lateral load (QBAR) 'wili loop the
program through ?ubroutine FINDL. Previously developed
average stress vs. edge strain tables· and the moment-
curvature table are retained. Specificationof.lateral
load completes problem definition. Typically, 2-3
seconds are required to produce the pair of column
lengths corresponding to simply-supported ends and
fixed ends.
Running times are included with the example runs in
Sections 10.1 and 10.2.




3. PURPOSE AND METHOD
3.1 Description of Theory: The theory is described in detail
in References 1, 2, and 5. In addition, important inno-
vations in generalizing the program are included in
Reference 7.
3.2 Assumptions: The important assumptions are:
1) Uniformly distributed lateral loads are always present.
In other words, the program cannot determine the
buckling load of an axially loaded column.
2) Strain reversal in the materal whieh is stressed
beyond the elastic limit is not considered.
3) The behavior of a typical section consisting of one
stiffener and a plate of width equal to the stiffener
spacing is representative of all such sections in a
stiffened plate structure.
4) The plate is assumed to remain flat and the behavior is
described by the average stress vs. edge strain relation-
ship for a plate subjected to edge loads.
5) The plate may contain residual stresses in the pattern
illustrated in Fig. 4. The residual stress distribution
does not vary along the length of the panel. There are





6) Axial load is applied at the centroid of the cross
section.
7) Stresses in the plate and the flange of the stiffener
are constant through the thickness.
8) The average stress vs. edge strain curve for plates of
large bit (for any material) can be described by the
three part curve discussed in the Introduction. (3)
The yield stress for materials exhibiting no yield
plateau shall be defined by the 0.2 per cent offset rule.







4.1 General Restrictions: When the program is used in a machine
of adequate capacity, there are no special restrictions.
However, since the program is of the parallel type, users
are strongly advised against applying the special techniques
for fitting large programs into small capacity computers
(chaining, overlaying), Excessive running times would be
the result.
4.2 Limitations for Use: None
4.3 Nonstandard Hardware and Tapes: None



























5. NONSTANDARD OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
5.1 Special Operating Instructions: None
5.2 Restart Instructions: None
5.3 Error Corrections: All error corrections shall be off-line.
Error flags have been provided at several locations in the
program where errors are detectable. These error flags are
of two types (program response is automatic in both cases):
1) Type 1 - The error is severe and is classified fatal
to the data combination being processed. In this
case the error number is printed (keyed to an error,
message in subroutine ERROR listing), and data is
looped to the next combination.
2) Type 2 - The error is possibly not severe. In this
case the error number is printed (keyed to a warning
message in subroutine ERROR listing), and the pro-
cessing of the data combination continues. The user
should scrutinize computed data closely on such warning.
The automatic error detection system should not be consi-
dered foolproof. Checks of computed data for nonsensical





.l 6.1 Card Input Form: See the symbol list in Section 6.4 and the
example runs in the Appendix.
Card Format Variable Name Comment
1 (1615) NDS Number of data sets to follow**
2 (1615) NRUNS Number of run numbers to follow***
3* (1615) JRUN Run numbers, any desired order.
Enter NRUNS of them.










Panel segment length for numerical
integration - 2.00 is recommended
bit ratio for the plate
Number of points in the plate
stress-strain table
Number of points in stiffener
stress-strain table
Number of points requested for the
moment-curvature table
7~': ( 8E10 . 4)
8-:: ( 8E 10 . 4)




Stress entries for stiffener ?tress-
strain table (ksi). Enter NPTWE
of them.
Strain entries for stiffener stress-
strain table
(mill~-inches). Enter NPTWE of them.lnch
Stress entries for the plate stress-





May require more than one card
A data set is one group of data cards beginning with the
variable NRUNS and ending with the variable QBAR.
The output for each combination of variables defining a
problem is identified by a run number.
248.23
10i: ( 8E10 . 4) EPSP
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Yield stress for the plate (ksi)
Yield stress for the stiffener
(ksi)
PoissonTs Ratio for the plate









Number of ASTTs to follow
Number of AFSTs to follow
Number of axial loads to follow
Number of lateral loads to
follow






Enter NAST of them.
Enter NAFS of them.
load (nondimensional,
Enter NAL of them.
*Note: May require more than one card
248.23 -16
17~': (8F1O.4) QBAR Lateral load (nond imens ional,
q b r) Enter NLL of them.A .(Jy
(See the definition in Fig. 5)
6.2 Sample Input: See Appendixes for example runs
6.3 Output Form Description:
Comment
The total data set is printed for user check.
The nondimensional stress-strain tables for both
the plate and the stiffener are printed, and the
run numbers' for which the stress-strain tables




The run number is identified, and the section
"-
properties, axial load, residual stresses, and
yield stresses are listed to define the problem.
The moment-curvature table is printed.
The run number is identified. For each lateral
load the panel length, mid-point deflection, end
moments and slopes, and P-delta moments are given
for both the simply supported panel and the fixed-
end panel.
Pages 2 through 4 (each identified by a run number) are




May require more than one card




All of the above information for each run number, with
the exception of the stress-strain tables and the moment-
curvature table, is punched on a card identified by the
appropriate run number.
6.4 Symbol List and Definitions:
Stiffener spacing (in.)b
The following are used in the symbol definitions:
A Total area of the cross section (in. 2 )
Afl Area of the stiffener flange (in.
2 )
Area of the plate = bt (in. 2 )
Area of the stiffener (in. 2 )
. '
~
d Depth of the stiffener (in.)
L Panel length (in.)
P Axial load (kips)
q Lateral pressure (psi)
r Radius of gyration (in.)
t Thickness of the plate (in.)
a
cr
Buckling stress for the plate (ksi)
Compressive residual stress in the plate (ksi)*
Tensile residual stress in the plate (ksi)
A stress used for nondimensionalizing, either
a or a (ksi)
cr y
Yield stress for the plate (ksi)
€o A strain used for nondimensionalizing, either
*Note: . Compressive stresses are positive and tensile stresses ar~
negative.
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€cr or €y (strain x 10 3)
Yield strain for the plate (strain x 10 3)




















Width of the tensile residual stress zone, clb
IJrcCompressive residual stress, ---
cry
COSI = cos(x) for x = constant
Criterion for determining a desired boundary
condition; herein CRITN =. slope = zero
Maximum permissible curvature of the panel cons is-



















Minimum permissible curvature of the panel consis-
tent with the cross section and input material
property tables
Curvature entries in the moment-curvature array
An increment of curvature determined to assure
uniform distribution of moment-curvature entries
An increment of plate strain
An input panel segment length for numerical integ-
ration (DELTS = 6L/r = 2.0 is recommended if
additional information is not available. DELTS is
automatically adjusted to a percentage of the total

















A discrepancy between the axial load produced by
an assumed strain configuration and the actual
axial load
An increment of panel mid-point curvature
The previously computed DP in temporary storage
In numerical integration, a segment of panel length
A maximum permissible segment length such that
~L/L = 3 1/3 per cent












An increment of panel lateral deflection, ~y/r
Strain entries in the plate average stress vs. edge
strain array
The edge strain in the plate when first yield occurs
An array of plate strains paired to stresses, SPLT
An edge strain in the plate specified to ensure
compatibility at the plate-stiffener interface
Plate edge strain entries accompanying the moment-
curvature array
The maximum allowable plate strain
The minimum allowable plate strain
e , equal to e or to ey ' If e' < e , theno cr cr y















Strain entries for the stiffener stress-strain
array, el ey
Plate yield strain
Compressive residual strai.n in the plate, e Ie
rc 0
Tensile residual strain in the plate, e tie
r 0
A maximum permissible stiffener flange strain
A minimum permissible stiffener flange strain
Strain entries for the stiffener stress-strain
array
.The panel end moment for fixed ends
The contribution to panel mid-point moment by the
axial load, expressed as a percentage of the moment
induced by lateral load (fixed ends)
The contribution to panel mid-point moment by the
axial load, expressed as a percehtage of total
moment (fixed ends)





A temporary value of panel length for fixed ends
The maximum panel length for fixed ends













An array of panel lengths for the fixed end
condition from which the maximum length is
determined
The end moment for the maximum length panel
(fixed ends)
The end slope for fixed ends; in other words,
FSLOP = zero
In numerical integration, the horizontal stress
resultant at the' trailing end of a panel segment
In numerical integration, the horizontal stress





The counter of data sets
Input, the identification number of the card punch
unit
Input, the identification number of the printer unit
Input, the identification number of the card reader
unit
Data set index
The array of run numbers






















Input, number of axial loads
Input, number of AFS's
Input, number of AST's
Input, number of data sets
Input, number of lateral loads
Input, number of coordinates in the plate stress-
strain array
Input, number of coordinates requested for the
moment-curvature table
Input, number of coordinates in the stiffener stress-
strain array
Input, number of separate runs within one data set
(Note: NRUNS = NAST x NAFS x NAL)
The axial load which produces zero curvature
Curvature 0 = 0d
'w=- €o 0
A panel mid-point curvature
The panel mid-point curvature for maximum length
(fixed ends)
In numerical integration, the established curvature
at the trailing end of a panel segment
In numerical integration, an assumed curvature at
the leading end of a panel segment
The smallest curvature in an ever narrowed range of
curvatures which encompasses the mid-point curvature















In numerical integration, a calculated curvature
at the leading end of a panel segment
The largest curvature in the ever narrowed range of
curvatures which encompasses the mid-point curvature
for maximum length panel
The panel mid-point curvature for maximum length
(simply supported ends)
An array of panel mid-point curvatures from which the
approximate curvature corresponding to the maximum
length panel is determined
PInput, axial load, p- =
y
The maximum axial load that the cross section can
sustain
PAxial load, - =
Po





SBAR Stress entries in the plate average stress vs. edge
strain array
SDY The lateral deflection at the panel mid-point for
simply supported ends


















A flag which detects the passage through zero of
a monitored function
00' equal to 0 or to a (See EPSO) (dimensional,cr y
ksi)
An array of plate stresses (dimensional, ksi)
An array of stiffener stresses (dimensional, ksi)
Plate yield stress (dimensional, ksi)
Stiffener yield stress (dimensional, ksi)
o




Plate yield stress (dimensional, ksi)
The maximum panel length for simply supported ends
A temporarily stored value of the previously
calculated SIML
An approximate value for maximum panel length
(simply supported ends)
SINI = sin(x) for x = constant
An array of panel lengths for the simply supported
end condition from which the maximum length is
determined
In numerical integration, the deflection of the panel
mid-point with respect to the trailing end of a
panel segment
248.23
SMDYP In numerical integration, the deflection of the
panel mid-point with respect to the leading end
of a panel segment
-26
SMDYl In numerical integration, the deflection of the
panel mid-point with respect to the leading end of
a panel segment (calculated assuming constant
curvature)
SMOM The end moment for the maximum length panel for
simply supported ends (in other words, SMOM = zero)









A calculated average stress in the plate when first
yield occurs
An increment of plate edge strain in the elastic
post-buckling region
A plate average stress
An array of plate stresses corresponding to the
strains, EPLT
CYrcInput, compressive residual stress,
CYy
O'rtInput, tensile residual stress,
cry
















The contribution to panel mid-point moment by the
axial load, expressed as a percentage of the moment
induced by lateral load (simply supported ends)
The contribution to panel mid-point moment by the
axial load, expressed as a percentage of the total
mid-point moment (simply supported ends)
The panel end slope for simply supported ends
A temporarily stored value of the previously
calculated S~l
The summation of panel segments eventually producing
the total column length
The summation of segment deflections eventually
producing .the total column mid-point deflection
The contribution by the stiffener web to resistance
to axial load
Stress entries for the stiffener stress-strain array
The tangent modulus of elasticity for the plate
The panel end slope for simply supported ends
In numerical integration, the slope at the trailing
end of a panel segment
In numerical integration, the slope at the leading
end of a panel segment
In numerical integration, the slope at the leading end






















Input, a tolerance which all iteratively produced
solutions must satisfy
Tolerance in curvature, expressed as a function of TOL
Tolerance in axial load, expressed as a function of TOL
In numerical integration; tolerance in curvature
expressed as a function of TOL
In numerical integration, the vertical stress resultant
at the trailing end of a panel segment
In numerical integration, the vertical stress resultant
at the leading end of a panel segment
A counter
Floated index for the moment-curvature array
The moment at panel mid-point for the panel of maximum
length (fixed or simply supported ends)
A moment at panel mid-point
The moment at panel mid-point for the fixed~end panel
of maximum length
In numerical integration, the moment at the trailing
end of a panel segment
In numerical integration, the moment at the leading end









M0ment entries in the moment-curvature array
The maximum moment in the moment-curvature array
In numerical integration, the moment at the l~ad-
ing end of a panel segment
The moment at p~nel mid-point f0r the simply




The following symbols are error flags:


























I(0) TYPICAL MID-SHIP CROSS SECTION
~·--L·-; C;fmTIT~~ -T--. J
q
(b) LOADING ON THE SHIP BOTTOM PANEL
DUE TO WAVE ACTION - HOGGING

























(a) Stress- Strain Curve for Plate of Small bit
TENSION
E-------·
I Material Stress-Strain Curve--- - - - - - --
,'1,,8_. _. _ ._ ._C.
A /; 81 C
l Without Residual Stresses
: With Residual Stresses
I COMPRESSION
(b) Stress- Strain Curve for Plate of Large bit










( a) Representative Section
..I
( b) Residual Stress Pattern
Fig'. 4 SIMPLIFIED CROSS SECTION AND RESIDUAL STRESSES
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·AI. Alloy 6061- T6(8)
COMPRESSION
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£
Fig. 6 MATERIAL STRESS-STRAIN CURVES FOR













































Fig. 7 AVERAGE STRESS VS. EDGE STRAIN DIAGRAM
FOR ILLUSTRATION IN SECTION 10.5
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10.1 Sample Run: Single run, Large bit, Non-linear material
properties
10.2 Sample Run: Continuous operation, Large and small bit,
Ideally elastic-plastic material properties
10.3 Simplified Flow Diagram:
10.4 Program Listing:
10.5 Modification of the Average Stress vs. Edge Strain Relation-
ship for the Plate:
248.23
10.1 Sample Run: Single run, Large b/t, Non-Linear
Material Properties
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SAHPLE OUTPUT








5 a•aaa~ SI,.'f,1Wr60.0000 58.0000 56.8000 5G.0000 54.0000
46.0000 40.0000 0.0000 -40.0000 -46.0000 -50 :0000 sl..-.ss.s
-54 0000 -5 G•.0000 -56.8.000 -58.0000\ .
6 .9000~ 51;lf'....75.0000 45.0000 20.0000 12.0000 10.0000
5.2000 4.0000 0.0000 -4.0000 -5.2000
- 6 • 9 0 00 Sl,.,." ft
-10.0000 -12.0000 -20.0000 -45.0000
40.8000 39.1000 37.3000 36.1500 35.0000 32. 0000I P/G"-
29.0000 24.0000 0.0000 -24.0000 -29.0000
-32.0000 S,,.~s.s
-35.0000 -36.1500 -37.3000 -39.1000
45.0000 25.0000 11.0000 9.0000 7.2000
4.
90001"'1.3.3000 2.4500 0.0000 -2.4500 -3.3000
-4. 9000 5""".'










NONDIMENSIONED \-11TH RESPECT TO CRITICAL' '. /Ju,ltl''', sIr.5S
et. <lesl) SIGO= 5.6508 EPSO= 0.5768 ,
<;,. ......, ~ a t' ,. SIr.,."


































































































































A'·re. s / A= 0 • 10 14





~m~ 6~im~ /rlA /' b
AXIAL LOAD=1.5484 (0.2499) ,~
COHP RES STRESS=0.4645 (0.07 l f9)
TEN RES STRESS=-6.1937 (-1.0000)
PLATE YIELD= 6.1937. (35.0000)
STIFF YI ELD= 9. 405 6'1£5 3 • 15 00 ) . C5t~~
~_t_.JO_......~..PL STRAIN r··lOt~ENT CURVATURE" H~~
~ ~; =i:~~i~ =i:~~~~ =ii~:~;~9 'Sc~AJ ~cr
- 3 -1.4645 -1.8063 -117.4242~C~ 4 -1.4578 -1.8030 -114.9133
5 -1.4510 -1.7998 -112.4260
6 -1.4443 -1.7966 -109.9637
7 -1.4375 -1.7935 -107.5267
8 -1.4308 -1.7903 -105.1170
9 -1.4240 -1.7872 -102.7353
10 -1.4173 -1.7842 -100.3828
11 -1.4105 -1.7811 -98.0610
12 -1.4038 -1.7781 -95.7717
13 -1.3970 -1.7752 -93.5158
14 -1.3903 -1.7722 -91.2951
15 -1.3835 ~1.7694 -89.1114
16 -1.3768 -1.7665 -86.9665
17 -1.3701 -1.7637 -84.8624
18 -1.3633 -1.7610 -82.8012
19 -1.3566 -1.7583 -80.7850
20 -1.3498 -1.7559 -78.9845
21 -1.3431 -1.7535 -76.7325
22 -1.3360 ~1.7513 -74.6388
23 -1.3277 -1.7484 -71.9978
24 -1.3190 -1.7456 -69.5212
25 -1.3101 -1.7428 -67.0459
26 -1.3007 -1.7399 -64.5711
·27 -1.2910 -1.7369 -62.0967
28 -1.2808 -1.7338 -59.6243
29 -1.2700 -1.7306 -5~.1526
30 -1.2586 -1.7273 -54.6765
31 -1.2466 -1.7239 -52.2067
32 -1.2345 -1.7205 -49.8870
33 -1.2190 -1.7162 -47.1161
34 -1.2043 -1.7124 -44.8052
35 -1.1886 -1.7080 -42.3779
36 -1.1722 -1.7035 -40.0694
37 -1.1482 -1.6970 -37.0724
38 -1.1274 -1.6909 -34~8710
39 -1.1002 -1.6823 -32.4396
40 -1.0720 -1.6732 -30.1326
41 -1.0308 -1.6597 -27.1545
42 -0.9857 -1.6445 -24.3687












49 0.0846 -1.0456 -7.2226
50 0.5572 -0.7373 -4.9289
,\ 51 1.3897 -0.4563 -2.5410
52 2.2965
-0.1635 -0.0105
53 3.2642 0.1164 2.5191
54 4.2539 0.3809 4.9912
55 5.2750 0.6409 7.4741
56 6.3252 0.8933 9.9486
57 7.6375 1.1905. 12.9446
58 8.6119 1.3992 15.1058
59 9.6871 l.G126 17.9623
60 10.4228 1.7437 20.4192
61 10.9883 1.8382 22.6758
62 11.4891 1.9131 25.0757
63 11.9760 1.9842 27.6293
64 12.3893 2.0441 29.9184
65 12.8179 2.1013 3'2.5147
66, 13.1572 2.1422 35.0926
67 13.3934 2.1645 37.5273
68 13.5815 2.1818 39.6486
69 13.7972 2.2010 42.2876
70 14.3657 2.2111 44.7832
" 71 15.2815 2.2151 47.3065,
72 16.3034 2.2189 49.8335
73 17.0772 2.2221 52.2544
74 17.9472 2.2246 54.7350
75 18.8148 2.2271 57.2178
76 19.6602 2.2293 59.6434
77 20.5506 2.2316 62.2045
78 21.4196 2.2335 64.6531
79 22.2905 2.2354 67.1359
80 23.1645 2.2373 69.6188
81 24.0412 2.2390 72.1017
82 24.9207, 2.2407 74.5844
83 25.8032 2.2423 77.0673
84 26.6886 2.2438 79.5501
85 27.5772 2.2453 82.0330
86 28.4690 2.2467 84.5159
87 29.3426 2.2481 86.9396
88 30.2822 2.2495 89.5365
89 ' 31.1849 2.2506 91.9656
90 32.1102 2.2519 94.5024
91 32.9780 2.2530 96.8732
'0 92 33.8901 2.2544 99.4131
93 34.8059 2.2556 101.8959
94 35.7255 2.2568 104.3789
a"".,"$ 95 36.6489 2.2579 106.861996 37.5761 2.2590 109.3450TJI'ltJU611 97 38.5207 2.2601 111.8639
l.fHlSr•• 98 39.4298 2.2611 114.278599 40.3754 2.2623 116.8163






CASE NO. 11. 1
"I 1'6r
RUN NW1B"R , /' OCrA. /
LAT. LOAD= 4.6452 (0.7500)
eTR. euK,V L/R . Y/R t·10l'-i SLOPE P-DEL 1 P-DEL 2 ENDS
25 • 11 ~ 1 GO. 472 5 1. S8 15 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 • 09 7Lf 1 3 7 • 2 072 5 7 • 9 2 4 4 P Il'H ~ ED
CASE NO. 11.2 LAT. LOAD=10.442G (1.6860)
eTR C'J?.. V L/R Y/R SLOPE P-DEL 1 P-DEL 2 ENDS
floMENT DIAGIANS
,-A HOliEN,.. C
LArERA£ lOAD N'NENTc D C+)






10.2 Sample Run: Continuous Operation, Large and Small
bit, Ideally Elastic-Plastic Material
Properties
(Running time - 82 sec.)
-48
-49
SAi :rLE It JPUT
r---=---:=-=-=:-=----::::--:;;=-;:---=--;:;-.~ --c~:-===_-------------------------.....0.2380 0.5050 0.8010 1.0690
~ 0:~565 0.2446 0.3199 ~
V! .48 \
o .34 ..,
~ ~!;~-~ 4:: 0753 .3 _ ~
~~.8963E+01+.1588E+01+.0000E+OO-.1588E+01-.3500E+01 ,
//+.4700E+02+. 4700E+02+. 0000(+00-. 4700E+02-. 4700E+02 '\I f:.2241E+02+. 15;38E+01+.0000E+00-. 1588E+01-.8963E+01 '\
;I~.4700E+02+.4700E+02+.0000E+OO-.4700E+02-.4700E+02 '\
1/_ 5 5 75 "\
.VJ: 40. 2. ~V/, 0.002 \
000000000000000000000000000000000000000 DO 0 0 0 0 0 0000000000000000000000900000000000







TO YIELD~ W.r. · Y'~ltl
1.5879 sir." E 5#".;",
PLATE
NO. STRESS STRAIN NO. STRESS STRAIN
1 1.0000 14.1120 1 l.0000 5.5692
2 1.0000 l.0000 2 1.0000 2.0000
3 0.0000 0.0000 3 0.9302 1.0000
4 -1.0000 -1.0000 4 0.9249 0.9250




















COMP RES STRESS=0.0750 (0.0750)
TEN RES STRESS+-1.0000 (-1.0000)
PLATE YIELD= 1.0000 (47.0000)
STIFF YIELD= 1.0000 (47.0000)





























































































































































39 0.3629 -0.0952 -0.8397
40 0.3637 -0.0949 -0.8172
41 0.3645 -0.0947
-0.7995
42 0.3653 -0.0943 -0.7782
43 0.3661 -0.0940 -0.75R3
44 0.3668 -0.0936
-0.7397
45 0.3676 -0.0933 -0.7248
46 0.3684 -0.0929 -0.7067
47 0.3692 -0.0925 -0.6900
48 0.4247 -0.0536 -0.3705
49 0.4803 -0.0140 -0.0968
50 0.5358 0.0256 0.1768
51 0.5914 0.0652 0.4504
52 0.6469 0.1049 0.7241
53 0.7025 0.1445 0.9977
54 0.7580 0.1841 1.2741
55 0.8136 0.2238 1.5450
56 0.8779 0.2697 1.8620
57 0.8937 0.2784 2.1026
58 0.9071 0.2842 2.4069
59 0.9161 0.2877 2.6679
60 0.9233 0.2902 2.9067
61 0.9668 0.2919 3.2091
62 1.0087 0.2931 3.4735
.'
63 1.0506 0.2941 3.7602
64 1.0879 0.2949 4.0267
J' 65 1.1227 0.2957 4.2995
66 1.1553 0.2963 4.5723
67 1.1859 0.2969 4.8452
68 1.2147 0.2974 5.1183
69 1.2418 0.2979 5.3911
70 1.2683 0.2983 5.6726
71 1.2908 0.2986 5.9237
72 1.3155 0.2990 6.2244
73 1.3353 0.2993 6.4661
74 1.3568 0.2996 6.7574





CASE NO. 10. 1 LAT. LOAD= 0.5137 (0.5137)
eTR CURV L/R VIR MOM SLOPE P-DEL 1 P-DEL 2 ENDS
2.2408 70.32990.72720.00000.029897.1971 49.2362 PINj~ED
1.9645 91.1733 0.8909 -0.1014 0.0000 83.4461 45.2216 FIXED
CASE NO. 10. 2 LAT. LOAD= 1. 0877 (1.0877)
CTR CURV LIR VIR NOtA SLOPE P-DEL 1 P-DEL 2 Et'\[')S
"
2.50C8 60.96J5 0.4902 0.0000 0.0249 48.5104 32.6796 PHH~ED
,
2.3589 72.1009 0.6139 -0.1014 0.0000 43.4324 30.3665 FIXED
CAS E NO. 10. 3 LAT. LOAD= 1.9338 (1.9338)
CTR CURV LIR VIR MOM SLOPE P-DEL 1 P-DEL 2 ENDS
2.8320 49.4052 0.3441 0.0000 0.0213 29.1665 22~5873 PINNED
- .~
2.5"577 57.9499 0.4182 -0.1014 0.0000 25.7618 20.4720 FIXED
248.23




































J' EFFECTIVE STRESS-STRAIN TABLES
• NONDIMENSIONED WITH RESPECT TO CRITICAL
SIGO= 8.8430 EPSO= 0.2988
STIFFENER PLATE
NO. STRESS STRAIN NO. STRESS STRAIN
1 5.3150 75.0051 1 2.2872 29.2014
2 5.3150 ' 5.3150 2 2.2872 5.805 Lf
3 0.0 0.0 3 2.0971 5.1829
4
-5.3150 -5.3150 4 1.9003 4.5604































COMP PES STRESS=0.7972 (0.1500)
TEN RES STRESS=-5.3150 (-1.0000)
PLATE YIELD= 5.3150 (47.0000)
STIFF YIELD= 5.3150 (47.0000)






















































































































































37 -0.5437 -1.0322 -21.4407
38 -0.5319 -1.0309 -20.0108
.. 39 -0.5188 -1.0293 -18.6252
40 -0.5039 -1.0274 -17.2513
•
41 -0.4814 -1.0242 -15.5180
42 -0.4587 -1.0206 -14.0545
43 -0.4316 -1.0159 -12.6111
44
-0.3979 -1.0094 -11.1690
45 -0.3549 -0.9998 -9.7005
46 -0.2998 -0.9857 -8.2666
47 -0.2352 -0.9663 -7.0027
48 -0.1327 -0.9290 -5.5680
49 0.2372 -0.7097 -4.1432
50 0.8169 -0.5166 -2.6991
51 1. 4199 -0.3307 -1.2599
52 2.0426 -0.1507 0.1767
53 2.6839 0.0248 1. 6138
54 3.3410 0.1958 3.0496
55 4.0112 0.3627 4.4825
56 4.7078 0.5296 5.9444
57 5.4608 0.7035 7.4963
58 6.2723 0.7936 8.7598
59 7.4998 0.8203 10.3034
60 8.7620 0.8396 11.6429
· 61 10.0505 0.8540 13.08004'
62 11.3595 0.8650 14.5156
63 12.6849 0.8737 15.9502
• 64 14.0234 0.8806 17.3841
65 15.3729 0.8863 18.8176
66 16.7314 0.8910 20.2506
67 18.0974 0.8949 21.6834
68 19.4700 0.8982 23.1160
69 20.8482 0.9011 24.5485
70 22.2311 0.9035 25.9808
71 23.6183 0.9056 27.4131
72 25.0090 0.9075 28.8452
73 26.4031 0.9091 30.2773
74 27.8014 0.9105 31.7109
75 29.2014 0.9118 33.1435
248.23 tlAX H1Ut·l SLEtmER~!ES S RAT Ias -57
C;'\SE ~:O. 8!J. 1 LAT. LOAD= 1.2650 (0.2380)
eTR eURV L/R Y/R SLOPE P-DEL 1 P-DEL 2 ENDS
10.2636 79.9531 0.7633 0.0000 0.0311 98.1796 49.9048 PINNED
ERROR NUMDER 102
7.1479 129.5415 1.1371 -1.0408 0.0000 55.7140 35.7983 FIXED
eASE NO. 89. 4 LAT. LOAD= 5.6817 (1.0690)
eTR eURV L/R Y/R MOM SLOPE
15.2563 48.3257 0.3449 0.0000 0.0222
P-DEL 1 P-DEL 2 ENDS
27.0360 21.2963 PINNED
..





RUH i:UrlE.ER {" t',.. j\.i
· i\FS=O.6000 SICO= 8. Sif 30
'. AST=0.4800 EPSO= 0.2938
AFL/A=0.194G PI'·lAX= 3.2692
AhEb/A=0.1297 AXIAL LOAD=I.7003 (0.31<j!j)
APL/A=0.G757 cor;p RES STRESS=O.7972 (0.1500)
ALPHi\=O.2595 TEN PES STRESS=-5.3150 (-1.0000)
B/T=110.0000 PLATE YIELD= 5.3150 (47.0000)
C/I3=0.1304 STIFF YIELD= 5.3150 (Lf 7 • 0000)
rw. PL STRAIN t10rlENT CURVATURE
1 0.0037 -0.9372 -72.1834
2 0.0044 -0.9372 -70.9026
3 0.0051 -0.9372 -69.4424
4 0.0059 -0.9372 -68.1495
5 0.0068 -0.9371 -66.6027
6 0.0077 -0.9371 -65.1671
7 0.0085 -0.9371 -63.9601
• 8 0.0095 -0.9370 -G2.3210
• 9 0.0104 -0.9370 -60.9577
10 0.0113 -0.9370 ..,.59.7816
• 11 0.0126 -0.9369 -58.1595
12 0.0135 -0.9369 -56.9814
13 0.0148 -0.9368 -55.4738
14 0.01G1 -0.9368 -53.9770
15 0.0172 -0.9367 -52.7791
16 0.018(, -0.9366 -51.2820
17 0.0201 -0.9366 -49.R827
18 0.0216
-0.9365 -48.4830
19 0.0232 -0.9364 -47.0R70
20 0.0248 -0.9363 -45.8002
21 0.0268 -0.9362 -44.2079
.22 0.0287 -0.9361 -42.8969
23 0.0308 -0.9360 -41.5005
24 0.0328 -0.9359 -40.2055
25 0.0354 -0.9357 -38.G302
26 0.0376 -0.9356 -37.4078
27 0.0406 -0.9354 - 35.8 Lf 3 2
28 0.0433 -0.9352 -3 Lf.6102
•
29 0.0467 -0.9350 -33.0568
30 0.0499 -0.9347 -31.9970
31 0.053G -0.93 L.4 -30.3552
... 32 0.0580 -0.9341 -28.8828
33 0.0621 -0.9338 -27.6100
34 0.OG71 -0.9333 -26.1620 .,.-.
..
0.0726 -0.9328 -24.770535
3G 0.0787 -0.9322 -23.3798
248.23
-59
37 0.0855 :-0.9315 -21.9873
38 0.OCJ32 -0.9306 -20.5957
~ 39 0.1014 -0.9296 -19.2874
40 0.1137 -0.9280 -17.59 l t4
.. 41 0.1257 -0.9253 -16.1357
~ ll2 0.1398 -0.9242 -14.7810
43 0.1572 -0.9213 -13.3647
44 0.1778 -0 .917 11 -11.9560
45 0.2081 -0.9116 -10.46CO
4G 0.2G69 -0.9046 - 9 • 14 3l~
47 0.3482 -0.8CJ3G -7.7344
It 8 0.[f3S7
-0.8790 -6.5255
It 9 0.G007 -0.8470 -4.9944
50 1.0539 -0.7064 -3.6753
51 ·1-.6505 -0.5267 -2.2688
52 2.26C1 -0.3523 -0.8639
53 2.8980 -0.182 1, 0.5399
5l , 3.5443 -0.0164 1.9425
55 It.2009 0.1454 3.3395
56 4.8870 0.3084 4.7733
57 5.6363 0.4795 6.3097
58 6.5354 0.5354 7.5228
59 7.7591 0.5570 8.9348
60 9.0162 0.571n 10.3421
61 10.2978 0.5825 11.7467
• 62 11.5980 0.5905 13.1498~
63 12.9126 0.5966 14.5518
&4 14.2388 0.6014 15.9532
• 65 15.5741 0.6053 17.3541
66 16.9171 0.6084 18.7547
67 18.2CG4 0.6110 20.1550
68 19.5210 0.G132 21.5551
69 20.9801 0.6150 22.9551
70 22.3430 0.6166 24.3551
71 23.7093 0.6179 25.7549
72 25.0784 0.6191 27.1546
73 26.4501 0.6201 28.5543
71~ 27.8251 0.6210 29.9551





CASE hO. 90. 1 LAT. LOAD= 1.2650 (0.2380)
CTR CLJRV L/R YIR r101~ SLOPe: P-DEL 1 P-DEL 2 [NOS
8.8853 63.5251 0.4173 0.0000 0.0220 111.185(, 52.G7Q7 PI r:t~ED
ERROR NUT-'leER 102
4.5682 114.6555 0.5217 -0.9395 o.cooo 112.G753 29.9112 FIXED
CASE NO. 90. 2 LAT. LOAD= 2.6840 CO.5050)
CTR CURV LIR Y/R MOM SLOPE
9.9516 51.3229 0.2891 0.0000 0.0186
ERROR NW1BER 102
P-DEL 1 P-DEL 2 ENDS
55.6199 35.7541 PINNED
7.8335 88.3912 0.5704 -0.9372 0.0000 37.0004 27.1089 FIXED
CASE ~w. 90. 3 LAT. LOAD= 4.2573 CO.8010)
CTR CURV L/R Y/R r·~or,t SLOPE P-DEL 1 P-DEL 2 DIDS
11.4762 43.7557 o.227 Lt 0.0000 0.01G3 37.9 1+22 27.5019 PI t:r,1ED
8.2621 73.9263 0.4150 -0.9372 0.0000 2 1•• 25SJ 19.6329 FIxeD
CAS E t: 0 • 9o. 4 LAT. LOAD= 5.C817 (1.0G90)
CTR CURV L/R YIR '.'. '\' 1 c- LerE r>-DE L 1 r-rl[~ L " ~:'f.~[)S! ,l .. i I "




r 5 G5 :,: 3G If ('\ 3 'I 1 1 -0 f') 37 " c~ " I' n" 1 r, r· , " r 1 r " " 7!, !":' T >: r~ r.~J . L. '-' . '.' . . .. ~ .:) '.. ' " 'j .:.1 J. " \,~' . 1




Cc; J~'- / [ S :3 T ~.~=S S =0 • 7 fJ 7 '2 (J. 1 ) CO)
TEl; i; ~SST id':: ~ ~:i =-:> • 3 1 5 J ( - 1 • J 0 0 C)
PLATE YIELC= 5.31~O (47.0000)
STIFF YIELD= 5.3150 (47.UOOO)
."
/.PL/ !,=G • G7 7
ALP: 1(\.=0. ;. 5
~~; / T= 1..1 ~:. J J
C/ ~ =. C • l:: l~
:31CO=
'.:1
" -: Lc :~
v • ",_ J ... ,
"-, ,', ,'" ,......
',J ...... ":) v
:; .2 G'J
tw. PL STRAHl !"\OiiliJT CURVATURE
1 0.3949 -0.8855 -72.0211
2 0.;;961 -0.8855 -70.5753
;) 0.3976 -0.8855 -69.0386
4 0.3991 -0.8855 -67.6272
5 0.4004 -0.8854 -66.2902
6 0.4021 -0.8854 -64.8852
7 0.4034 -0.8854 -63.7285
8 0.4035 -0.8854 -62.0715
<) 0.4070 -0.8853 -60.6717
10 0.4087 -0.8853 -59.4836
11 O.Lt 104 -0.8853 -58.2137
12 0.4126 -0.8852 -56.5766
13 0.414 L• -0.8852 -55.4496
1 Lt 0.Lt16G
-0.8851 -53.9359
15 0.4192 -0.8851 -52.4440
IG 0.4212 -0.2851 -51.2976
17 0.4238 -0.8850 -49.7950
18 0.426'+ -0.8849 -48.4155
19 0.4293 -0.8849 -47.0345
"" 0.4322 -0.8848 -45.6531LU
21 0.4353 -0.8847 -44.2707
22 0.4383 -0.3347 -43.0231
23 0.4424 - 0 .83'+6 -41.4140
2Lf 0.4461 -0.G845 -40.1334
2 L 0.4497 -0.88't4 -38.87 L+G:;;.
2G 0.4546 -0.8842 -37.2838
27 0.4591 -0.8841 -35.9988
'-I ("; 0.4536 -0.8840 -3'f.7239Lv
2 'j C.4G95 -0.8838 -33.15'39
3U C.4748 -0.883G -31.9376
31 0.4211 -0.8334 -30.5085
:-: 'I o•Lf 88G -0.8831 -29.0340..I"
3) C.495/+
-0.8829 -27.8016
311 U.5037 -O.882G -25.3603
-, r. 0.5128 -0.8822 -24.9813,) .>}C 0.5228 -0.8818 -23.6229
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37 0.5346 -0.8812 -22.1714
38 0.5463 -0.830G -20.9U22
39 0.5598 -0.3799 -1';'5322
40 0.5758 -0.87<.10 -1(;.1501
'f 41 0.5982 -0. [! 777 -16.:;191
42 0.6203 -0.8762 -15.12G~
43 0.5461 - a.87 4Lf -13.7 L:22
44 0.6772 -0.8719 -12.37 Lf3
45 0.7152 -0.8635 -10.9670
46 0.7644 -0.8G35 -9.53G.E
47 0.8274 -0.8562 -8.0S2C
48 0.9120 -0.3455 -6.7 1+05
49 1.0125 -0.8303 -5.5501.
50 1.1771 -0.7989 -'-i.1'J39
51 1.7704 -0.6235 -2.763U
52 2.3815 -0.Lf521 -1.375G
53 3.00f33 -0.2850 G.0103
54 3.6483 -0.121G 1.3962
55 4.3008 0.0374 2.7730
56 4.9791 0.1985 Lf.1941
57 5.7180 0.3660 5.703(
58 6.6741 0.4054 6.9077 "
59. 7.8973 O.~.243 8.303e60 ", 9.1528 0.4368 9.6939
61 10.4314 0.4456 11.0814.'
" 62 11. 7273 0.4521 :12.4672;.~
63 13.0364 0.4570 13.8520
64 14.3559 0.4608 15.2362
65 lS.£i838 0.4638 16.6199
66 17.0183 0.4662 18.0033
67 13.3585 0.l}G82 19.38G5
68 19.7032 0.lf699 20.7C95
69 21.-0519 0.4713 22 • 152If
70 22.4040 0.lt725 23.5352
71 23.7589 o.If 735 2lf • S130
72 25.1162 0.Lf743 2C.3005
73 26. L.757 0.4751 27.5832
74 27.8330 0.4757 20.05(,3








CASE NO. 91. 1 LAT. LOAD= 1.2650 (0.2380)
CTR CURV L/R Y/R f10ri SLOPE P-DEL 1 P-DEL 2 E~JDS
ERROR NUnCEP- 102
8.0693 54.9349 0.2859 0.0000 0.0177 113 .82 GL~ 53.2584 P IrJNED
ERROR NUI"lBER 102
3.8527 107.2899 0.3791 -0.8890 0.0000 39.5799 28.3602 FIXED
CASE IW. 91. 2 'LAT. LOAD= 2;6840 (0.5050)
•
~.
eTR, CURV L/R , Y/R r10M SLOPE P-OEL 1 P-OEL 2 ENDS C,
0·":."
9.2495 44.4900 0'.2023 0.0000 0~0152 57.8858 36.6754 PINNED
ERROR NU~1BER 102
6.9463 82.6683 0.4400 -0.8855 0.0000 36.4644 26.7336
CAS E NO. 91. 3 LAT. LOAD= 4.2573 (0~8010)
CTR CURV L/R Y/R nm1 SLOPE
10.G610 38.0118 0.1599 0.0000 0.0138
ERROR NUMBWE 102
P-DEL 1 P-DEL 2 ENDS
39.5131 28.3228 PINNED
7.6956 69.0503 0.3243 -0.8855 0.0000 24.2857 19.5493 FIXED
CAS E NO. 91. 4 LAT~ LOAD= 5.6817 (1.0690)
CTR CLJRV L/R Y/R r'1Qt,1 SLOPE P-DEL 1 P-DEL 2 ENDS
11.7446 34.1330 0.1367 0.0000 0.0129 31.3961 23.9061 PIf\lt~ED
7.0813 61.2841 0.2505 -0.8355 0.0000 17.8410 15.1948 FIXED
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For the current DATA SET
calculate the several non-
dimensional parameters



























Given three points, approximate the
ordinate corresponding to the given
abscissa of a fourth point using
parabolic approximation
Given the slope ~ curvature, and
stress resultants at the left end
of a panel ~egment, calculate these
same parameters for the right end,
requiring equilibrium in applied
loads
Calculated S.S.L. or F.E.L.
Approxi~ated S.S.L. or F.E.L.
A
E
Print thE: r.-axir.:um S.S.L. and F.E.L.
with the corresponding center
curvatures, end moments, end slopes,
and lateral load
Beginning at the panel mid-point
integrate segmentally until column
lengths for:
1) End moment equals zero (for simply
supported length, S, S. L.)
2) End slope equals zero (for fixed-
end length, F,E.L.)
are determined
Estimate the center curvatures
corresponding to max:,mum S. S. L. and
F.E.L. Calculate the S.S.L. and
F.E.L. corresponding to these center
curvatures
Store the center curvature in an array



















































For a given stress, search
the plate stress-strain arrav
to find the COT:::-€SPOild:r:g .
strain
r-- - -----,
I For a given plate strain, and I























strain tables for the















r-R-e-p-l-a-c-e-t-h-e-p-l-a-t-e-s-t-r-e-s-s--s-t-rLa-,-.n-t-a-b-l-e-b-y-a-n-a-v-e-r-a-g-e--...., •••• •• l.. :
stress vs. edge strain table which includes the effects I









Beginning with "the maximum
permissable section curvature,
and working toward the minimurr
curvature, develop an array
relating MOMENT to CURVATURE
for the given axial load (the
array will contain NPTMP
entries)
~
Make sure the array is
representative; in other words,
equally distributed in "




Print out section properties,
axial load, residual stresses,










Subroutine LODWE ••••• 1.
r --, .... I.
Su:,routine LIMIT _..., I ......Lo-a-d-a-p-a-r-t',....·a-l-s-t""'i-f-fe-n-e-r--' I :: .. J.
I I stress-strain array, the I'- I
Determine maximum and "1'" 'I first entry of which is r": I~inimum curvatures for the current plate edge
the section consistent : l:::: I strain (EPPLA) I I
L-W_i_t_h_i_n..:.p_u_t_d"T\a_t_a ....... r: : :L _ _ _ _ _..J 1
, I: . : I
I.' Subroutine FORCE 1:r --,
I: :I For a given plate ed9"e I I
J : :1 strain (EPPLA), approxi- I .., I
- - - - - . 1 mately determine the t . '.' '.' I
• stiffener flange strain •••













I When called, print the I
accompanying error no. II which is keyed to an
error message in the II Subroutine listing
L -J








I Determine the stiffener Iflange strain required for










FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 0, MOD 0







CO t1t10 N AFS( (O ), ALP IiA, AS T( I}O ) , B0VT, CBAR, C1, CUR r~/\ , CUR r11 , CUR VR( 200) ,
1 DELCU, DEL TA, DEL TS, DH~ 1, DH~2, DI r13 , DI Wt , DI r1S , DIr16 , DH17 , DIt~8,
2 DP,DPP,EPPLA,EPPMA, EPPMI,EPSO,EPSP(92), EPSW(40),EWEB(30),
3 IPNCH,IPRNT,IREAD,NAL,NAFS,NAST,NLL,NPLT,NPTMP,NPTPL,NPTWE,
4 NRUNS, PCURV,PMAX, PINPT(10),nBAR(lO),JRUN(100),SIGN, SIGO,
S SIGP(92),SIGW(40),SIGXN,SIGY1,SIGY2,SIGY3,SIGY4,SIGY,SPLAT






























\'I RI TE( I PR~JT, 1000) J RUr! ( 1) , J RU~J( NRUN S)




























TRANSFER TO STRESS-STRAIN ROUTINE. RETURNS WITH A
NON-DIMENSIONALIZED, EFFECTIVE STRESS-STRAIN TABLE
FOR THE PLATE AND THE STIFFENER.
GO TO (40,50),155
TRANSFER TO DIMS FOR EVALUATION OF ALL NON-DTMENSIONALIZED
PARAMETERS, AND THENCE TO REMAINDER OF PROGRAM FOR
PROCESSING OF A SINGLE DATA SET.
40 CALL DIMS












IN SUBROUTINE SS THE BUCKLING STRESS FOR THE PLATE IS
DETERMINED. THIS STRESS IS COMPARED WITH THE INPUT
YIELD STRESS FOR THE PLATE. THE INPUT STRESS-STRAIN
TABLE FOR THE STIFFENER AND THE COMPUTED EFFECTIVE,
AVERAGE STRESS-EDGE STRAIN TABLE FOR THE PLATE ARE
NON-DIMENSIONALIZED WITH PESPECT TO: CRITICAL STRESS
IF CRITICAL STRESS IS LESS THAN YIELD STRESS; OR YIELD







2 DP,DPP EPPLA,EPPMA, EPPMI,EPSO,EPSP(92), EPSW(4n),EWEB(80),
3 IPNCH,IPRNT,IREAD,NAL,NAFS,NAST,NLL,NPLT,NPTMP,NPTPL,NPTWE,
4 NRUNS, PCURV,PMAX, PINPT(10),QBAR(10),JRUN(100),SIGN, SIGO,
5 SIGP(92),SIGW(40),SIGXN,SIGY1,SIGY2,SIGY3,SIGY4,SIGY,SPLAT
























CRITICAL STRESS IS LESS THAN YIELD STRESS, THEREFORE
NON-DIMENSIONALIZE WITH RESPECT TO CRITICAL STRESS (SIGO).
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CRITICAL STRESS IS EDUAL TO, OR GREATER THAN, YIELD




FOR NON-DIMENSIONALIZING STRAINS, DETERMINE PLATE STRAIN
CORRESPONDING TO SIGO. CALL IT EPSO.


















NON-DIMENSIONALIZE STIFFENER STRESS-STRAIN TABLE.
180 DO 190 I=l,NPTWE
SIGW(I)=SIGW(I)/SIGO
EPS\'I( I )=EPS\'I( I )/EPSO
190 CONTItIUE
ESTABLISH, DIRECTLY FROr·1 INPUT DATA, A TEMPORARY











NON-DIMENSIONALIZE RESIDUAL STRESS WITH RESPECT TO THE
APPROPRIATE SI(;O, THEN DETERMINE RESIDUAL STRAIN .
SRSDC=SRSDC::S I(;Y /S IGO








IF THE PLATE BUCKLES ELASTICALLY, THEN KOlTER'S EnUATION
IS USED TO DESCRIBE THE ELASTIC POST-BUCKLHj(; BEHAVIOR.
EMX AND SMXI DETERMINE THE UPPER LIMIT OF VALIDITY FOR
KOlTER'S EQUATION (FIRST YIELD).
3 00 EM X=( 2 • :: EPSY/ EPS0 +3 . :: ( CB2- 1 • ):: SMXI ) / ( 3 . :: CB2- 1 • )




THE ELASTIC POST-BUCKLING PORTION OF THE EFFECTIVE PLATE
STRESS-STRAIN TABLE IS DESCRIBED BY TEN COMPUTED POINTS,
EQUALLY DISTRIBUTED IN STRAIN.
320 SPAC=(EMX-1.0)/9.







































IF PLATE BUCKLES ELASTICALLY, GO TO 540. IF PLATE
BUCKLES PLASTICALLY, GO TO 440.
430 GO TO(440,540),KSW
440 IF(SIGCR-SPLT(I)::SIGO)470,450,450
450 DO 460 L=I,NPTPL
S I GP(L)=S\tIEB(L)
460 EPSP(L)=EWEB(L)
PRINT THE NON-Dlt'ENSIONALIZED (PROPORTIONED TO YIELD














S I GP( I )=S\:'EB01)
EPSP( I )=EHEB(r1)
NPTPL=NPTPL+l
t..Jt·j=NPT r L- L+ 3'
I F I I S GREATER THAN, OR EnUAL TO, Nt!, THEN THE tIOtJ-
DIMENSIONALIZED PLATE TABLE IS COMPLETE~ PRINT IT .
IF(I-Ntn520,5<JO,590
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t1AKE ROOM FOR THE TEN COMPUTED PO I ~ns (FROf 1 KO ITER'S
EOUATION). BEYOND THE LIMIT OF VALIDITY OF KOlTER'S
EOUATION, I.E. BEYOND FIRST YIELD, PLATE AVERAGE STRESS
IS ASSUMED CONSTANT (EQUAL TO SMX1-DXS).
540 L=l
550 I F( 1 • - ( ERSDC +Hi EB( L) ) ) 56 0, 570, 57 0
560 L=L+1
GO TO 550





DO 580 1= 1,8
DXI=I
EBAR=l.+DXI~SPAC












EPS P ( I ) =E\1 EB( L)
L=L+1
WHEN L IS GREATER THAN NN THE NON-DIMENSIONALIZE6
'AVERAGE STRESS'-'EDGE STRAIN' TABLE FOR THE PLATE IS
CmlPLETE. RESIDUAL STRESS MJD POST-BUCKLHIG BEHAVIOR














FORt1AT(42X,36HNONDH1nlSIONED HITH RESPECT TO YIELD)
GO TO 593
592 WRITE(IPRNT,1002)








































SUBROUTINE ERESD DETERMINES THE DISTRIBUTION OF PLATE
RESIDUAL STRESSES TO SATISFY EOUILI8RIUM OF THE PLATE






2 DP,DPP,EPPLA,EPPMA, EPPMI,EPSO,EPSP(92), f.PSW(40),EWEB(80),
3 IPNCH~IPRNT,IREAD,NAL,NAFS,NAST,NLL,NPLT,NPTMP,NPTPL,NPTME,
4 NRUNS, PCURV,PMAX, PINPT(10),OBAR(10),JPUN(100),SIGN, SIGO,
5 SIGP(92),SIGW(40),SIGXN,SIGY1,SIGY2,SIGY3,SIGY4,SIGY,SPLAT






























FOR A SPECIFIED RESIDUAL STRESS PATTERN, AND PLATE EDGE

















2 DP,DPP,EPPLA,EPPMA, EPPMI,EPSO,EPSP(92), EPSW(40),EWEB(80),
3 IPNCH,IPRNT,IREAD,NAL,NAFS,NAST,NLL,NPLT,NPTMP,NPTPL,NPTWE,
4 NRUNS, pCURV,PMAX, pINpT{lO),QBAR(lO),JRUN(lOO),SIGN, SIGO,
5 SIGP(92),SIGW(40),SIGXN,SIGYl,SIGY2,SIGY3,SIGY4,SIGY,SPLAT


























SUBROUTINE DIMS EVALUATES THE SEVERAL NON-DIMENSIONAL
PARAMETERS REOUIRED IN THE REMAINDER OF THE PROGRAM.
..
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2 DP,DPP,EPPLA,EPPMA, EPPMI,EPSO,EPSP(92), EPSW(40),EWER(80),
3 IPNCH,EPRNT,IREAD,NAL,NAFS,NAST,NLL,NPLT,NPTMP,NPTPL,NPTWE,
4 NRUNS, PCURV,PMAX, PINPT(lO),OBAR(lO),JRUN(lOO),SIGN, SIGO,
5 SIGP(92),SIGH(40),SIGXN,SIGYl,SIGY2,SIGY3,SIGY4,SIGY,SPLAT























ALL EFFECTIVE STRESS-STRAIN TABLES ARE COMPLETE, AND
ALL NON-DIMENSIONAL SECTION PROPERTIES ARE KNOWN. PROCEED










THE NEXT GOAL IS A TABLE RELATING MOMENT-CURVATUPE-
AXIAL LOAD OF THE CROSS-SECTION. THE LIMITS OF THIS
TABLE ARE DETERMINED BY THE LIMITS OF THE INPUT
MATERIAL PROPERTY TABLES.- THE PURPOSE OF SUBROUTINE
LIMIT IS TO CALCULATE THE MAXIMUM· AND MINIMUM CURVATURES















2 DP,DPP,EPPLA,EPPMA, EPPMI,EPSO,EPSP(Q2), EPSW(40),EWER(lO),
3 IPNCH,IPRNT,IREAD,NAL,NAFS,NAST,NLL,NPLT,NPTMP,NPTPL,NPTWE,
4 'NRUNS, PCURV,PMAX, PINPT(lO),QBAR(lO),JRUN(lOO),SIGN, SIGO,
5 SIGP(92),SIGW(40),SIGXN,SIGYl,SIGY2,SIGY3,SIGY4,SIGY,5PLAT.






ALL ITERATIVE SOLUTIONS DEPENDING ON EQUILIBRIUM OF AXIAL
LOAD WILL CONTINUE LOOPING UNTIL THE ERROR IS LESS THAN
TOLP.
FROM THE MAXIMUM DEFINED PLATE AND STIFFENER STRESSES,




































THE REMAINDER OF THIS ROUTINE FOLLOWS THIS PROCEDURE:
1. ASSUME THE PLATE IS SUBJECTED TO THE LARGEST (SMALLEST)
DEFINED STRAIN. NOW CHECK TO SEE IF EQUILIBRIUM IN AXIAL
LOAD CAN EE ATTAINED WITH DEFINED STIFFENER PROPERTIES.
,
"
2. ASSUME THAT THE STIFFENER IS SUBJECTED TO THE LARGEST
(SMALLEST) DEFINED STRAIN. NOW CHECK TO SEE IF EOUILIBRIUM
IN AX1AL LOAD CAN BE ATTAINED WITH THE INPUT PLATE
PROPERTIES.
3. SELECT THE LARGEST AND SMALLEST CURVATURES FOR WHICH






















































































































DIVIDE THE RANGE OF ALLOWABLE CURVATURES INTO EOUAL
INCREMENTS~ THE TOTAL NUMBER OF INCREMENTS IS DETERMINED











FOR A GIVEN PLATE EDGE STRAIN, SUBROUTINE SGPLT SEARCHES




COMMON AFS(IU), ALPHA,AST(10), BOVT,CBAR,Cl,CURMA,CURMT,CURVR(200),
1 DELCU,DELTA,DELTS,DIMl, DIM2,DIM3,DTM4,DIM5,DIM6,DIM7,DIM8,
2 DP,DPP,EPPLA,EPPMA, EPPMI,EPSO,EPSP(92), EPSW(40),EWEB(80),
3 TPNCH, TPRNT, TREAD,NAL,NAFS,NAST,NLL,NPLT,NPTMP,NPTPL,NPTWE,
4 NRUNS, PCURV,PMAX, PINPT(10),OBAR(lO),JRUN(100),SIGN, SIGO,
5 SIGP(92),SIGW(40),SIGXN,SIGYl,SIGY2,STGY3,SIGY4,SIGY,SPLAT





















SUBROUTINES LODWE, MOMCU, CURAD, FORCE, AND SEARC BUILD
THE MOMENT-CURVATURE-AXIAL LOAD TABLE. LODWE LOADS A
TEMPORARY TABLE OF MATERIAL PROPERTIES FOR THE STIFFENER






3 IPNCH, IPRNT, IREAD,NAL,NAFS,NAST,NLL,NPLT,NPTMP,NPTPL,N PTWE,
4 NRUNS, PCURV,PMAX, PINPT(10),OBAR(10),JRUN(lOO),SIGN, SIGO,
5 SIGP(92),SIGW(40),SIGXN,SIGYl,SIGY2,SIGY3,SIGY4,SIGY,SPLAT
COMMON SRSDC, SRSDT, SUM, SWE8(80), TOL, TOLP, XN, XMOM(200), XMU
1LODW=1
A PLATE EDGE STRAIN HAS BEEN SELECTED. TO SATISFY
COMPATIBILITY AT PLATE-STIFFENER INTERFACE, BEGIN THE
TEMPORARY STIFFENER MATERIAL PROPERTY TABLE W1TH STIFFENER












PCURV IS THAT AXIAL LOAD WHICH WOULD RESULT IN ZERO
CURVATURE FOR A GIVEN PLATE EDGE STRAIN.
PCURV=SPLAT~DIMl+SWEB(1)~(DIM2+DIM3)
IF(PCURV-PREAL)3,3,5
COMPARE THE ACTUAL AXIAL LOAD WITH PCURV. IF THF ACTUAL
LOAD IS LARGER, THEN COMPLETE THE TEMPORARY STIFFENER
PROPERTY TABLE WITH DECREASING VALUES OF STRAIN.
















IF THE ACTUAL LOAD IS SMALLER THAN PCURV, THEN COMPLETE
THE TEMPORARY STIFFENER PROPERTY TABLE WITH INCREASING
VALUES OF STRAIN.















SUBROUTINE MOMCU DIRECTS DEVELOPMENT OF THE M-P-PHI






2 DP,DPP,EPPLA,EPPMA, EPPMI,EPSO,EPSP(92), EPSW(40),EWEB(80),
3 IPNCH,IPRNT,IREAD,NAL,NAFS,NAST,NLL,NPLT,NPTMP,NPTPL,NPTWE,
4 NRUNS, PCURV,PMAX, PINPT(10),QBAR(10),JRUN(100),SIGN, SIGO,
5 SIGP(92),SIGW(40),SIGXN,SIGYl,SIGY2,SIGY3,SIGY4,SIGY,SPLAT.







INCREMENT PLATE STRAIN. USE ALL AVAILABLE INFORMATION TO








LOAD THE TEMPORARY STIFFENER PROPERTY TABLE, AND SATISFY






















DOES THE RESULTING CURVATURE DIFFER FROM THE LAST BY































1005 FORMAT(30X,7HAWEB/A=,IF6.4,17X,IIHAXIAL LOAD=,lF6.4,2H (,lF6.4,
lIH»
WRITE(IPRNT,1006)APA,SRSDC,CINPT
1006 FORMAT(30X,6HAPL/A=,lF6.4,lRX,16HCOMP RES STRESS=,IF6.4,2H C,
11F6.4,lH»
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1007 FORMAT(30X,6HALPHA=,lF6.4,18X,15HTEN RES STRESS=,lF7.4,2H (,
IlF7.4,lH» .
WRITE(IPRNT,l008)BOVT,SIGY3,SIGYl
1008 FORMAT(30X,4HA!T=,lF8.4,18X,12HPLATE YIELD=,lF7.4,2H (,lF7.4,lH»
WRITE(IPRNT,1009)CBAR,SIGY4,SIGY2
1009 FORMAT(30X,4HC!B=,lF6.4,20X,12HSTIFF YIELD=,lF7.4,2H (,lF7.4,
llH),!!)
WRITE(IPRNT,lOlO)












FORCE DETERMINES THE STRAIN IN THE STIFFENER FLANGE




1 DELCU,DELTA,DELTS,DIMl, DIM2,DIM3,DIM4,DIM5,DIM6,DI M7,DIM8,
2 DP,DPP,EPPLA,EPPMA, EPPMI,EPSO,EPSP(92)i EPSW(40),EWEB(80),
3 IPNCH,IPRNT,IREAD,NAL,NAFS,NAST,NLL,NPLT,NPTMP,NPTPL,NPTWE,
4 NRUNS, PCURV,PMAX, PINPT(lO),OBAR(lO),JRUN(lOO),SIGN, SIGO,
5 SIGP(92),SIGW(40),SIGXN,SIGY1,SIGY2,SIGY3,SIGY4,SIGY,SPLAT





WORKING WITH THE TEMPORARY TABLE OF LODWE, INCREMENT








IF THE SIGN OF THE AXIAL LOAD DISCREPANCY CHANGES, THEN






CONTINUE ITERATIVE APPROXIMATION UNTIL TOLERANCE


















SUBROUTINE CURAD ASSURES THAT THE MOMENT-CURVATURE-
AXIAL LOAD TABLE IS COMPLETE AND COMPRISED OF EVENLY





2 DP,DPP,EPPLA,EPPMA, EPPMI,EPSO,EPSP(92), EPSW(40),EWEB(RO),
3 I PNCH, I PRNT, I READ, NAL, ~IAFS, NAST , NLL, NPLT, NPTMP, NPTPL, NPTHE,
4 NRUNS, PCURV,PMAX, PINPT(10)~OBAR(10),JRUN(lOO),SUGN, SIGO,
5 SIGP(92),SIGW(40),SIGXN,SIGYl,SIGY2,SIGY3,SIGY4,SIGY,SPLAT



















FOR THE REMAINDER OF THE NPTMP POINTS IN TABLE MAKE USE OF
AVAILABLE PLATE EDGE STRAIN-CURVATURE RELATIONSHIPS TO

































SUBROUTINE SEARC IS CALLED WHEN FORCE HAS NARROWED THE
STIFFENER FLANGE STRAIN REQUIRED FOR EOUILIBRIU~~ TN AXIAL
LOAD TO TWO ADJACENT ENTRIES IN THE TEMPORARY STIFFENER
STRESS-STRAIN TABLE. USING LINEAR APPROXIMATIN!S
ITERATIVELY, SEARC CONTINUES THE ~JARRO"'.IHJG PROCESS UNTIL





1 DELCU,DELTA,DELTS,DIMl, DIM2,DTM3,DIM4,DTM5,DIM6,DT M7,DIM8,
2 DP, DPP, EPPLA, EPPMA, EPPM I, EPSO, EPSP(92), EPSW(40), n.IEB (RO),
3 I PNCH, I PRNT, I READ, NAL, NAFS, NAST, NLL, ~JPLT, ~!PTMP,NPTPL, NPTHE,
4 NRUNS, PCURV,PMAX, PINPT(10),OBAR(10),JRUN(lOO),SIGN, SIGO,
5 SIGP(92),SIGW(40),SIGXN,SIGYl,SIGY2,SIGY3,SIGY4,SIGY,SPLAT








































GIVEN THE PREVIOUSLY DEVELOPED M-P-PHI TARLE, ~UBROUTTNE
FINDL AUTOMATICALLY DETERMINES THAT LENGTH OF STIFFENED








2 DP,DPP,EPPLA,EPPMA, EPPMI,EPSO,EPSP(92), EP$W(40),EWEB(80),
3 IPNCH,IPRNT,IREAD,NAL,NAfS,NAST,NLL,NPLT,NPTMP,NPTPL,NPTWE,
4 NRUNS, PCURV,PMAX, PINPT(lO),OBAR(lO),JRUN(lOO),SIGN, SIGO,
5 SIGP(92),SIGW(40),SIGXN,SIGYl,SIGY2,SIGY3,SIGY4,SIGY,SPLAT
COMMON SRSDC, SRSDT, SUM, SWEB(80), TOL, TOLP, XN, XMOM(200), XMU
COMMON DS,DY,HI,Hll,PHICR,PHII,PHIIl, PHIMN, PHIMX,THETI,THETl,VI,
1 VIl,XMI,XMIl
WRITE(IPRNT,1000)










1002 FORMAT(37X,8HCASE NO.,lI4,lH.,lI2,5X,lOHLAT. LOAD=,lF7.4,2H (,
IlF6.4,lH),//)
WRITE(IPRNT,1003)
1003 FORMAr(24X,8HCTR CURN,5X,3HL/R,7X,3HY/R,5X,3HMOM,5X,32HSLOPE .. P-D
lEL 1 P-DEL 2 ENDS,/)




DELTS IS A STANDARD PANEL SEGMENT LENGTH. ADJUSTMENT TO A
PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL PANEL LENGTH I.S LATER AUTOMATICALLY














21 DO 30 K=II,NPTMP
DETERMINE THE LOCATION IN THE M-P-PHI TABLE OF THE POSITIVE
MOMENT EQUAL TO PCNTG~(MAXIMUM MOMENT). FROM EXPERIENCE,
THE CURVATURE CORRESPONDING TO THIS LOCATION IS APPROXIMATELY
THE CORRECT STIFFENED PANEL MID-POINT CURVATURE FOR MAXIMUM











SUCCESSIVELY CALCULATE LIR FOR THREE MID-POINT CURVATURES.




























CHECK THAT APPROXIMATIONS HAVE NOT PRODUCED MEANINGLESS
NEGATIVE MID-POINT CURVATURES.
IF(PHICR)110,110,180
K6 COUNTS THE NUMBER OF TIMES THAT PARABOLIC APPROXIMATIONS
PRODUCE PANEL MID-POINT CURVATURES, CORRESPONDING TO MAXIMUM
L/R, WHICH ARE OUTSIDE THE M-P-PHI TABLE.· A REGULAR
OCCURRENCE OF THIS PROBLEM ABORTS THE RELEVANT DATA SET







THE NEGATIVE L/R'S FOR THIS ERROR AID IN LOCATING PUNCHED


















LOOK UP IN THE M-P-PHI TABLE THE PANEL MID-POINT MOMENT.
200 XMCTR=XMOM(I-l)+(XMOM(I)-XMOM(I-1)):C(PHICR-CURVR(I-1))/(CURVR(I)-
1 CURVR(I-1))










INTEGRATE NUMERICALLY ONE SEGMENT.OF PANEL LENGTH •
210 CALL INTEG(ISW)
IF ISW = 2, A CHANGE IN SIGN OF SLOPE HAS. OCCURRED IN





HALVING THE SEGMENT LENGTH SEVEN IN SUCCESSION REDUCES THE
SEGMENT LENGTH TO A NEGLIBLE PERCENTAGE OF THE TOTAL PANEL
LENGTH. IF FLAG K5 SHOULD REACH EIGHT, THE CURRENT PANEL















SIMPLY SUPPORTED LENGTH HAS BEEN APPROXIMATELY LOCATED.















HAVE AT LEAST THREE POINTS IN LIR VS. CENTER CIJRVATURE
TABLE BEEN CALCULATED? (NO, YES - NO~ CONCENTRATING ON
PINNED END CASE, YES - NOW CONCENTRATING ON FIXED END
CASE)
GO TO(300,340,300),IPASS
REDUCE SEGMENT LENGTH AFTER INFLECTION porNT IS PASSED.
300 DS=DS/5.
MZERO:2
UPDATE SEGMENT TRAILING END CONDITIONS IN PREPARATION





























IF LENGTHS FOR THREE OIFFERE~IT CURVATURES HAVE BEEN
CALCULATED, THEN INTERPOLATION CAN BE USED TO Fl~'D BETTER
APPROXIMATIONS TO MAXIMUM LENGTHS (80TH PIrlNED AND FIXED ENDS).
248.23
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CHECK RESULTS AGAINST REQUESTED ACCURACY (PINNEO ENDS).
IF(ABS(SIML-SIMP)-TOLXABS(SIMP»410,410,3~O
BEGIN PROCESS AGAIN WITH THREE NHI CENTER CURVATURES MORE
ACCURATELY LOCATED AND MORE TIGHTLY BANDED (PINr-IED ENDS).
390 SIMP=SIML
400 PHIMN=.8 xPHISS










CHECK RESULTS AGAINST REOUESTED ACCURACY (FIXED ENDS).
BEGIN PROCESS AGAIN WITH THREE NEW CENTER CURVATURES MORE













500 DO 510 J=I,NPTMP
JF(CURVR(I)-PHl)510,520,520
248.23






DETERMINE ~HAT PERCENTAGE OF THE TOTAL CENTER MOMENT



















PRINT THE RESULTS, INCLUDING MAXIMUM LENGTH, END CONDITIONS,
DEFLECTION AT MID-POINT, ETC.
WRITE(IPRNT,lOOS)PHIFD,FIXL,FY,FMOM,FSLOP,FDPDl,FDPD2
1005 FORMAT(23X,lF8.4,lFll.4,SF9.4,4X,SHFIXED,!!!!)







SUBROUTINE INTEG IS A STEPWISE INTEGRATION ROUTINE FOR A












1 DELCU,DELTA,DELTS,DIMl, DIM2,DT M3,DTM4,DTM5,DIM6,DIM7,DIM8,
2 DP,DPP,EPPLA,EPPMA, EPPMI,EPSO,EPSP(92), EPSW(40),E\JEB(80),
3 IPNCH, IPRNT, IREAD,NAL,NAFS,NAST,NLL,NPLT,NPTMP,NPTPL,NPTWE,
4 NRUNS, PCURV,PMAX, PINPT(10),QBAR(10),JRUN(lOO),SIGN, SIGO,
5 SIGP(92),SIGW(40),SIGXN,SlGYl,SIGY2,SIGY3,SIGY4,SIGY,SPLAT
COMMON SRSDC, SRSDT, SUM, SWEB(80), TOL, TOLP, XN, XMOM(200), XMU



































SUBROUTINE INTER IS A THREE POINT PARAROLIC INTERPOLATIVE





2 DP,DPP,EPPLA,EPPMA, EPPMI,EPSO,EPSP(92), EPSW(40),EWEB(80),
3 IPNCH,IPRNT,IREAD,NAL,NAFS,NAST,NlL,NPLT,NPTMP,NPTPL,NPTWE,
4 NRUNS, PCURV,PMAX, PINPT(10),OBAR(10),JRUN(100),SIGN, SIGO,
5 SIGP(92),SIGW(40),SIGXN,SIGY1,SIGY2,SIGY3,SIGY4,SIGY,SPLAT
COMMON SRSDC, SRSDT, SUM, SWEB(80), TOl, TOlP, XN, XMOM(200), XMU






































ERROR DETECTORS AT SEVERAL POINTS IN THE PROGRAM CALL
SUBROUTINE ERROR. SUBROUTINE ERROR PRINTS THE ERROR
NUMBER. THE PROBABLE CAUSE AND CORRECTIVE ACTION IS
LISTED BELOW WITH THE ERROR NUMBER.
SUBROUTINE ERROR(K,L)
FATAL ERROR ALL COMPUTATIONS FOR THE DATA COMBINATION INVOLVED
ARE TERMINATED. ERROR NO. IS PRINTED RUT ~!O PUNCH-
ED OUTPUT IS PRODUCED. LOOPED PARAMETER IS INCRE-
MENTED TO NEXT VALUE. '
NON-FATAL ERROR CAN BE REGARDED AS A WARNING (EXAMPLE, ERROR NO.41)
OR NOTIFICATION OF DUMMY PUNCHED OUTPUT (EXAMPLE,
ERROR NO. 103). PUNCHED OUTPUT IS ALWAYS PRODUCED
IN ADDITION TO PRINTED ERROR NUMBER.












AT LEAST ONE INPUT RESIDUAL STRESS IS NOT
DEFINED RELATIVE TO INPUT STRESS-STRAIN
TABLE FOR PLATE •
CHECK FOR DISCONTINUITIES IN PLATE INPUT
STRESS-STRAIN TABLE.
A STANDARD FAILURE TO LOCATE POSITION OF A
VARIABLE WITHIN A DEFINED TABLE. DEFINED
TABLES ARE USUALLY INTERNALLY DEVELOPED.
IN ALL SUCH CASES ENCOUNTERED, PROBLEM HAS
BEEN REMEDIED BY, (1) REDUCING TOLERANCE
(TaL), OR (2) INCREASING THE NUMBER OF IN-
PUT POINTS IN STRESS-STRAIN TABLES, OR (3)
EXTEND I NG THE L1M I TS OF THE INPUT STRES,S-
STRAIN TABLES.
INPUT AXIAL LOAD IS EXCESSIVE (COMPARED TO
(TOTAL AREA)X(EXTREME STRESS CONDITION) ).
AXIAL LOADS WHICH PASS THIS TEST YET ARE
LARGE ENOUGH TO PRODUCE AN M-P-PHI TABLE
CONSISTING ENTIRELY OF NEGATIVE MOMENTS
SHOULD CAUSE FAILURE AT ERROR NO. 101,102,
OR 103.
FAILURE CLOSELY IDENTIFIED WITH ERROR NO.
21 IN HH I CH I NTERNAL FORCES CM!~JOT PE BAL-











ADDITION TO REMEDIES OF ERROR NO.21, AXIAL
LOAD MAYBE CHANGED.
STANDARD FAILURE. SEE ERROR NO. 21. YES
41 MOMCU -\DISCONTINUITIES HI M-P-PHI TABLE ARE POS- I "10
SIBLE, CHECK PLEASE. REMEDIES ( NECESSARY
ONLY IF DISCONTINUITIES EXIST) ARE, (l)DE \
CREASE TOLERANCE (TOL),OR (2)INCREASE NUM~ i\






STANDARD FAILURE. SEE ERROR NO. 21.







CHECK M-P-PHI TABLE FOR DISCONTINUITIES.
SEE REMEDIES ERROR NO. 41. VALUES FOR PIN-
NEO AND FIXED L/R WILL BE -ION PUNCHED
OUTPUT.
FOUR POSSIBLE MEANINGS, (1)INSUFFICIENT M- NO
P-PHI INFORMATION IN POSITIVE REGION, (2)
AXIAL LOADS TOO LARGE (SEE ERROR NO. 22 ),
(3)FOR FIXED END CONDITION THE COMBINATION
OF SECTION GEOMETRY, MATERIAL PROPERTIES,
AXIAL LOAD,AND LATERAL LOAD CAUSES A HINGE
TO OCCUR AT BEAM COLUMN MID-POINT BEFORE
HINGES FORM AT THE FIXED ENDS,(4)PARABOLIC
INTERPOLATION HAS ERRONEOUSLY INDICATED
(1), (2), OR (3). ATTEMPTING TO VERIFY. IF





SUSPICION OF ERROR NO. 102 HAS BEEN VERI-
FIED. VALUE FOR T~E L/R INVOLVED (EITHER
PINNED OR FIXED, OR BOTH) WILL BE -ION
PUNCHED OUTPUT.
INTERPOLATE HAS PRODUCED AN UNACCEPTABLE
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10.5 MODIFICATION OF THE AVERAGE STRESS VS. EDGE STRAIN
RELATIONSHIP FOR THE PLATE
The average stress vs. edge strain relationship for the
-104
•..
plate is developed automatically within the program (in subroutine
SS) according to the simple rules described in the Introduction.
As noted, of the three part compressive branch of this relation-
ship for plates of large bit, only the prebuckled part and the
elastic post-buckled part have been verified by experimental
investigations. The inelastic post-buckled part is based on an
assumption.
Many runs with this program have shown that, under ultimate
loads on the stiffened panel, the plate component may be strained
well into theinelastic region near the panel mid-point. Due to the
lack of test results to verify or more accurately describe the
,
behavior of the plate component in this strain range, a test
simulation was performed by altering this portion of the average
stress vs. edge strain relationship in the computer program.
The procedure was carried out for panels with a plate component of
steel exhibiting ideally eiastic-plastic stress-strain properties.
The results indicated that large variations in the inelastic behavior






The computer program must be changed if it is desirable to
modify the average stress vs. edge strain relationship. The
procedure is easily explained by an illustration. Runs no. 89,
90, and 91 in the example problem of Section 10.2 make use of the
plate average stress vs. edge strain table listed on page 54.
The diagram that the table represents is shown by the broken line
in Fig. 7. The solid line represents a desired modification of
the stress-strain diagram. The program should then be changed as
follows:
1. Insert additional Fortran statements in subroutine SS



















NX- Number of coordinates to be erased counting
from the last compressive entry.
N =Number of coordinates to be added counting
from the last compressive entry.
EPSP(1),S1GP(1) = The i th modified coordinate.
2. Select enough coordinates on the modified diagram to




connecting the coordinates. The coordinates selected
for this illustration are shown in Fig. 7 by the points




3. Prepare the additional input cards, placing NX and N on
a single card with format (215), the array S1GP on as
many cards as required for N entries with format (16F5.2)
and the array EPSP on as many cards as required for N
entries with format (16FS.2). Append these input cards




/ For the illustration, the plate average stress vs. edge strain
table which would appear in the output (and be used in determining
ultimate strength) is:
EFFECTIVE STRESS-STRAIN TABLES
NONDIMENSIONED WITH RESPECT TO CRITICAL
SIGO = 8.8430 EPSO = 0.2988
STIFFENER PLATE
NO. STRESS STRAIN NO. STRESS STRAIN
1 5.3150 75.0051 1 1. 9000 17.0000
2 5.3150 5.3150 2 2.0800 16.0000
3 0.0 0.0 3 2.1600 15.0000
4 -5.3150 ...:5.3150 4 2.2800 14.0000











13 1. 8700 5.0000
14 1.6959 3.9379
15 1. +826 3.3153
16 1. 2589 2.6928
17 1. 0226 2.0703
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